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Comments on the proofs

1) Page 1, under correspondence/Reprints to: the sentence is presented as: ‘DrJuliet.’ [bold should be removed from Dr and there is need for a space between DrJuliet] should read: ‘Dr Juliet’

2) Page 2, Abstract, paragraph on conclusion, 1st-2nd line, reads: ‘The prevalence of probable HIV dementia in an ambulatory adult HIV positive population in Uganda was 64.4%. Increasing stress scores and psychosocial impairment were significant contributing factors. Should be replaced with: ‘HIV infection among an ambulatory population in Uganda, the majority of whom were on HAART, was associated with a heavy burden of probable HIV dementia. Probable HIV dementia in this study was associated with stress and psychosocial impairment.’

3) Page 2, Abstract, paragraph on conclusion, 3rd line: is written: ‘Clinician need to be aware of this and make efforts to identify neuro ..’ [need to separate the words highlighted in yellow]

4) Page 2, Key words: need to separate the words: dementia,Neuro

5) Page 3, 1st paragraph, 4th line: superscript 1 needs to be put in brackets [1]

6) Page 3, 1st paragraph, 4th line: sentence beginning: ‘Africa shoulders.... [need to add at the beginning the word additionally] to read: ‘Additionally, Africa shoulders.’

7) Page 3, 1st paragraph, 5th line superscript 1 after the word death: should be in brackets [1]

8) Page 3, 1st paragraph, 8th line, superscript 2 should be in bracket: [2]

9) Page 3, 2nd paragraph, 3rd line: ‘.....frank HIV associated Dementia..”’, [should be small d] to read: ‘frank HIV associated dementia.’

10) Page 4, 2nd paragraph, 4th line: ‘..The International HIV Dementia Scale..’[i should be capitalised] to read: ‘..The International HIV Dementia Scale.’

11) Page 4, 2nd paragraph, 6th line: separate the words: ‘.....events score..’ to read: ‘events score’

12) Page 4, 3rd paragraph, 2nd line: ‘...religion and employment status..’ [remove and replace with comma] to read: ‘religion, employment status.’

13) Page 4, 4th paragraph, after sub-title, Clinical factors: separate the words: ‘assessed included..’ should read: ‘assessed included’

14) Page 4, 5th paragraph, 4th line: separate: ‘..psychometricproperties.’ to read: ‘..psychometric properties.’

15) Page 5, 2nd paragraph, 13th line: separate the words: ‘anα..’ ‘..anα..’

16) Page 5, 4th paragraph, 2nd line: separate: ‘..univariateassociations..’ ‘..univariateassociations..’

17) Page 6, 1st paragraph, 1st line: separate words: ‘social,clinical..’ to read: ‘social,clinical..’

18) Page 6, 4th paragraph, last line, separate words: ‘hadlittle..’ to read: ‘hadlittle..’

19) Page 7, 2nd paragraph, 3rd line, spelling of the word, ‘variable’ should read: ‘variable’

20) Page 9, 3rd paragraph, 3 line, separate: ‘[12],[13].Usually..’ should read: ‘[12],[13]. Usually.’

21) Page 9, 3rd paragraph, 6th line, separate: ‘[16]. Variability of ..’ should be: ‘[16]. Variability of ..’

22) Page 9, 3rd paragraph, 7th line, separate words: ‘in the elements..’ to read: ‘in the elements..’

23) Page 10, 2nd paragraph, 8th line, separate words: ‘...so as to inform patient.’ to read: ‘...so as to inform patient.’